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ABSTRACT 

 
Transportation (including modes for humans, goods, and services) remains a critical multidisciplinary challenge, and 
as multimodal transit continues to evolve, complex transportation systems are increasingly paramount to our everyday 
lives. To appropriately advise future Test & Evaluation (T&E) and validation of next-generation mobility mechanisms, 
advanced digital platforms for human performance analysis remain an essential requirement.  Advanced Modeling & 
Simulation (M&S) – including the Live-Virtual-Constructive-Autonomous (LVCA) taxonomy - continues to 
transform all aspects of our current and future research, training, and educational communities.  In recent times, high-
fidelity digital graphics, computational visualizations, and novel gamification approaches, including game engine 
utilities (such as Unity 3D and Unreal Engine) have revolutionized development of context-specialized asset creation 
and authentic virtual environments to observe human behavior within next-generation mobility scenarios. 
 
The ethos of the 2023 MODSIM World Theme: Make it Happen - is to evince innovative M&S and LVCA 
technologies to overcome diverse transportation challenges for widespread benefit.  In this timely research paper, and 
for the primary welfare of the training & education community of practice, we offer a demonstration of two game 
engine implementations in-development that enable ongoing human performance assessments within diverse 
transportation applications.  The first implements the Unity game engine for the creation of a ground transportation 
network to support the analysis of distraction potential, during manual operation, amidst navigational information 
sources that can be internal/external to both the vehicle and the driver.  The second implements the Unreal game 
engine for the creation of a T&E network to forecast future modes of human transport during autonomous operation, 
particularly hybrid ground-flight vehicles and Advanced Air Mobility (AAM).   
 
Keywords: Transportation Engineering, Modeling & Simulation (M&S), Live-Virtual-Constructive-Autonomous (LVCA), 
game engines, Unity 3D, Unreal Engine, human performance, human-machine interaction (HMI), cognitive distractions, 
advanced air mobility (AAM). 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A sound transportation network is the foundation of any society, and promotes successful commerce by enabling safe, 
sustainable, and efficient mobility of humans, goods, and services.  The vitality and well-being of a nation is reliant 
upon a well-organized transport system and supporting multimodal (e.g., pedestrians, bicycles, cars, trucks, buses, 
airplanes, trains, trams) infrastructure (e.g., Litman, 2021).  Current and forecasted technological pathways towards 
improving human mobility emphasize vehicles that are partially controlled by human drivers (Hancock et al., 2019).  
Longer-term modalities focus on fully automated technologies, most notably connected and autonomous vehicles 
(CAV's) (Ondruš et al., 2020), unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s), and rapidly emerging “hybrid” transport modes 
such as Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2020).   
 
The criticality of these societal needs has dramatically increased during recent times.  The COVID-19 pandemic has 
permanently altered the global supply chain, and by extension, the supporting landscape for future urban and regional 
planning and development (Sharifi & Khavarian-Garmsir, 2020).  Therefore, identifying novel mechanisms for 
multimodal transportation is an ongoing matter of national priority, with downstream impacts upon sustainable 
transportation and logistics.  To address these time-sensitive priorities, we urgently require high-fidelity supporting 
environments within which to investigate current and future mobility technologies, using proven modeling methods 
embedded within novel simulation implementations.  This capability will enable improved assessment of human 
performance and the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) (Martinez et al., 2019), and will necessitate Live-Virtual-
Constructive-Autonomous (LVCA)* (McLean et al., 2013) models and simulations (M&S) for T&E and validation. 
 
In this paper, we offer a demonstration of in-development M&S tools (i.e., game engine technologies) intended for 
the evaluation of human performance in transportation engineering.  Note that our primary focus lies with Virtual (V) 
implementations to support the LVCA taxonomy.  In the next section, we explore additional background from the 
literature on using game-inspired approaches for environment design in transportation engineering science.  This is 
followed by a discussion of human performance challenges associated with two specific transportation applications.  
We then offer development details from our simulator implementations, including: i) notable features of the game 
engine environments themselves, ii) embedded (gamification) models for rating human performance, and iii) notional 
discussion of downstream candidate scenarios and forecasted use cases.  Finally, we conclude this paper with a 
discussion of ongoing and future work, particularly with relation to near-term applications within the training and 
education community of practice, which serves as the MODSIM 2023 focus track for this paper. 
 

*LVCA:  Live: Simulation involving real people operating real systems. Virtual: Simulation involving real people operating 
simulated systems. Constructive: Simulation involving simulated people operating simulated systems. Autonomous: Simulation 
involving simulated people operating real systems. 
 
M&S BACKGROUND 
 
The discipline of Modeling & Simulation (M&S) (i.e., employing task-specific interactions by simulating “what if?” 
style scenarios in risk-free environments) (Frydenlund, 2021) remains an invaluable conceptual conduit between 
laboratory experimentation and real-world implementation.  Over the last few decades, e-learning experiences (i.e., 
the process of learning by way of electronic or digital mediums; Peterson and Feisel, 2004) have proven to be an 
effective cross-disciplinary medium for high-fidelity M&S research, training, and education (e.g., Montecchiari et al., 
2021).  In such environments, trainees can interact with complex scenarios that incorporate physics-based modeling 
methodologies and accompanying high-fidelity simulation implementations (e.g., Hulme et al., 2021a) to promote 
both analysis and synthesis (Cunning, 2015) simultaneously in real-time.   
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Recent efforts to enable an improved conceptual understanding using traditional video game techniques have been 
referred to as serious games (Iten and Petko, 2016).  Formally defined, serious games are innovative, exploratory, 
inquiry-based methods for complex problem-solving, often employed for specialized skill acquisition.  The related 
notion of gamification continues to gain recognition as a valuable resource for quantifying human factors and human 
performance in research, with profound downstream impacts on training and education.  Gamification is defined as 
employing game mechanics in non-game situations to enhance motivation and positively influence behavior (Pirker 
and Gütl, 2015), and typically incorporates traditional elements of game playing, including rewards to motivate, point 
scoring (e.g., badges), and group participation (Balci et al., 2022).  Refer to Figure 1.   
 

 
Figure 1 – Serious Games to enhance training and education effectiveness (adapted from: Gómez, 2017) 

 
These concepts have included the development and implementation of novel graphics tools and APIs (i.e., gaming 
engines) for virtual world visualizations to support next-generation training (Navarro et al., 2012).  Unity 3D (Haas, 
2014) is a widely available game development engine for the creation of 2D and 3D virtual environments for 
interactive simulations.  Unity is currently the most popular game engine because of its user-friendliness, cross-
platform nature, and its propensity for well-documented assets and supporting resources.  Another example is Unreal 
Engine (Epic Games, 2022).  Like Unity, Unreal Engine serves as a key component to game development as it 
combines numerous common game elements (e.g., sound, graphics, and artificial intelligence) directly into the 
framework of the game (Trainor-Fogleman, 2021).  Refer to Table 1, which offers a high-level feature comparison of 
Unity and Unreal (Arora, 2021), both of which are featured prominently in this publication. 
 

Table 1 – Feature Comparison of Unity 3D and Unreal Engine 

 
  

Developer: Unity Technologies Epic Games 
Definition: Source-available game engine Cross-platform game engine 
Native programming language: C# (intermediary/intuitive) C++ (advanced/challenging) 
Native asset availability: Exceptional (> 30,000) Good (> 10,000) 
Graphics quality: High-quality | game grade Advanced | photorealistic 
Visual Scripting system (gameplay): Bolt (inspired by Blueprints) Blueprints (powerful) 
Common Use Case: 2D/3D gaming simulation Large, graphics-driven games 

 
In the domain of Transportation, game-based frameworks are essential for human performance evaluation - now more 
than ever - as we continue to forecast and analyze next-generation sustainable modes of mobility.  This notion remains 
critical both for ground and air vehicle types, as well as for the entire spectrum of control automation, ranging from 
purely manual (Level 0) to fully autonomous (Level 5) operability (Wang et al., 2021).  For this paper, we offer 
development details for two transportation applications on supporting modeling methodologies for such purposes, and 
as driven by Unity/Unreal game engine implementations.  The first is a ground vehicle application (intended primarily 
for manual operation) which can be implemented explicitly to analyze internal/external driver distraction potential.  
The second is a flight vehicle application (intended primarily for autonomous operation) which can be implemented 
to analyze the HMI for rapidly emerging hybrid mobility alternatives. 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CHALLENGES 
 
Ground vehicle application: internal/external distraction analyses 
Driving continues to be a multi-sensory technological and public health challenge that involves continuous 
coordination between visual (i.e., taking eyes off the road), mechanical (i.e., taking hands off the wheel), and cognitive 
(i.e., taking mind off driving) task demands (Ma et al., 2018; Gursten, 2019), and can be either internal or external to 
the driver (Sosa et al., 2014).  Purely internal distractions (i.e., mindlessness, task-unrelated thought, mind wandering) 
is defined as “the decoupling of attention from the task at hand coincident with a shift in focus to internal thought 
processes” (Smallwood et al., 2003) can compromise the ability of the driver to incorporate information from the 
surrounding environment.  Conversely, distractions that are external to the driver can manifest either internal or 
external to the vehicle.  Regarding the former (internal to the vehicle), a primary example is device technology.  As 
portable technologies materialize (e.g., smartphones for communication and navigation), and as autonomy safety 
features further evolve (e.g., backup cameras and lane-departure warnings), potential sources of external distraction 
will continue to manifest.  Regarding the latter (external to the vehicle), a primary example are traffic road signs, 
which remain a critical aspect of driving-related safety.  Clearly marked roads allow drivers to follow local regulations 
and navigate towards their destination accurately and efficiently.  However, “information overflow” caused by new 
signage and their associated parameters (e.g., content, size, height, thickness, shininess, color, shape, font) (FHWA, 
2012) continues to be a major concern, as the amount of visual information presented to drivers is ever-increasing.  
Table 2 illustrates contemporary examples of internal/external distraction sources during the driving task. 
 

Table 2 – Internal/external Distractions in Driving 
Distraction source:  Driver 
 
Vehicle     
 

Internal 

 

External 

 

Internal  Task-unrelated thought 
(e.g., “mind wandering”) 

Device technologies 
 

External Roadway signs for navigation 
 

 
For these reasons - distraction continues to be a timely and critical area of analysis for driving simulators.  To 
effectively observe and analyze such distractions within a driving simulator, a car-following paradigm is often adopted 
as a proven, trusted, and validated mechanism to analyze cognitive distraction.  In such approaches, a “lead vehicle” 
(i.e., a digital asset whose placement is dictated to be ahead of the human driver in the simulator) is programmed to 
brake suddenly to enable measurement of driver alertness, engagement, and arousal (e.g., Sena et al, 2016).  Refer to 
Figures 2-3 for illustrative examples of the lead vehicle approach embedded within a simulated driving context.   
 

  
Figure 2 – lead vehicle (methodology) 

(Ref: Zhao et al., 2016) 
Figure 3 – lead vehicle (implementation) 

(Ref: Liu et al., 2017) 
 
Operation of modern-day ground vehicles remains predominantly a manual task, however, vehicles continue to emerge 
whose features are trending towards fully autonomous.  To realize a long-term strategic vision for widespread 
vehicular autonomy, we first require guidelines for managing an extended period of transition during which both 
autonomous and non-autonomous vehicles will share the road (Klochikhin, 2019).  This “co-existence” dilemma 
mandates simulation – and robust and parameterizable high-fidelity supporting environments that enable human 
performance evaluation within targeted driving scenarios.  Ultimately, observations made within such environments 
could result in vast improvements with future vehicle designs, novel approaches to cooperation between autonomous 
vehicles (e.g., V2X, platooning; Dhawankar et al., 2021), and diverse downstream impacts on driver safety, training, 
and education (e.g., Hulme et al., 2021b). 
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Flight vehicle application: next-generation human mobility 
As our surface infrastructure continues to devolve (e.g., traffic congestion, weather degradation, roadway disrepair), 
domain experts continue to forecast disruptive transport prospects that effectively utilize the third spatial dimension.  
Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) is defined as an air transportation system that moves people and cargo - using 
revolutionary and experimental new forms of aircraft (e.g., Johnson and Silva, 2021) - that effectively combine the 
ideal characteristics of both planes and cars.  Prototype vehicles are designed to be more maneuverable and minimally 
susceptible to surface constraints (e.g., traffic jams, construction delays, adverse weather events) while traversing 3D 
airspace (Ahmed et al., 2020).  To construct egress scenarios and examine HMI, M&S tools and frameworks – 
including game engine implementations - remain essential to i) conceptualize future aeronautical advancements to 
improve human mobility; ii) demonstrate baseline technological viability; and iii) achieve long-term sustainability. 
 

   
Figure 4 – AAM segregated flight elevations 

(Ref: Pan & Alouini, 2021) 
Figure 5 – AAM vertiport/vehicle geometric specifications 

(Ref: FAA, 2022) 
 
Through direct application of the LVCA taxonomy, an improved understanding of the complex factors associated with 
AAM can be attained.  Constructive simulations are essential to improve situational awareness and are often conducted 
to enable analysis of diverse mobility scenarios efficiently (e.g., Padilla, 2012).  An immediate requirement for AAM 
is a 3D traffic simulation to demonstrate network communication and interoperation.  With such capacity, forecasted 
transport behaviors can be simulated using digital assets (e.g., humans, vehicles, infrastructure) to analyze segregated 
airspace traffic scenarios in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions (e.g., refer to Figure 4 for a notional depiction 
or surmised flight elevations for a segregated AAM airspace) – a key surmised advantage of AAM.   
 
Likewise, a Virtual testing framework is essential for authentic and safe examination of human performance and 
behaviors within next-generation mobility scenarios.  Such a capacity will accommodate diverse AAM travel modes, 
including ground (“car”) dynamics, flight (“plane”) dynamics, as well as the transitions between these travel regimes 
and between manual Level 0 (manual | piloted) and Level 5 (fully autonomous) operation.  These transitions will 
involve takeoff/landings zones (e.g., “vertiport” specifications for touchdown and liftoff area | TLOF and final 
approach and takeoff area | FATO; refer to Figure 5).  The exact dimensional criteria of these facilities will be 
dependent upon the geometric specifications of diverse AAM aircraft types that are currently at varying stages of 
prototyping and development. These determinations demand validated empirical human performance data obtained 
from supporting high-fidelity T&E environments.   
 
Critically, LVCA game engine frameworks will directly enable the development of M&S use case scenarios which 
will subsequently enable near-term decision-making for policymakers, design engineers, urban planners, and 
educators.  For example, a primary challenge relates to commute scenarios, to identify service scenario combinations 
for which AAM would be a superior alternative - considering both travel time and cost - to current ground-based 
transport options.  Another key challenge is transport inclusivity, for evaluating the potential of AAM towards 
providing greater access to mobility for the disadvantaged and to the remotely located population.  Another ongoing 
challenge is related to supporting infrastructure to assess AAM vehicle prototypes to forecast network scalability.  
Other equally important candidates for scenario examination include extreme events (e.g., emergency vehicles/rescue 
scenarios, including those related to adverse weather events), green concerns (e.g., fuel consumption/emissions, as 
well as noise concerns), and life cycle (e.g., the pros and cons of electric vs. fuel power sources), all of which impart 
immediate downstream impacts related to training and education – which is the focus track for this paper.  Table 3 
provides a concise illustrated summary of these key challenges, for which the game engine environments outlined in 
the next section can be implemented for near-term T&E, analysis, and validation. 
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Table 3 – Forecasted AAM Use Cases Candidates for LVCA examination 
 Use Cases Formulation Description & Forecasted Outcomes 

 

Commute 
Scenarios 

Simulate all commute scenarios, evaluate time/cost requirements  
 
What AAM commute scenarios are optimal (i.e., time vs. resources)? 

 

Transport 
Inclusivity 

Simulate deployment scenarios to offer mobility access to the disadvantaged 
 
What are the social and economic benefits for rural/urban AAM access?  

 

Supporting 
Infrastructure 

Assess infrastructure requirements considering different AAM vessel types  
 
How will AAM vehicles influence infrastructure/landscape requirements? 

 

Extreme 
Events 

Leverage emergency vehicles and rescue scenarios 
 
How optimize coordination between AAM ground/flight transport modalities? 

 

Green 
Concerns 

Optimize fuel sources/consumption, emissions, and component life cycle 
 
How will AAM propulsion modes guarantee environmental efficiency? 

Training & 
Education 

Ascertain near-term impacts on training, education, and workforce development 
 
How will the emergence of AAM influence future instructional content? 

 
GAME ENGINE MODELING & SIMULATION IN TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
 
Supporting Hardware 
For ground vehicle applications, our simRING driving simulator (Figure 6) features a six-channel (each 1920 x 1080p, 
resulting in a 11520x1080p 50Hz composite surround display image) 360-degree display system that provides 
occupants with a fully immersive depiction of the Unity 3D driving world, complete with traffic, physical landmarks, 
traffic control elements and other roadway conditions. The PC-based system features input navigation controls, full-
fidelity 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion cueing, and a stereo sound system. 
 

   
Figure 6 – simRING  Figure 7 – Flying Car Simulation (FCS) 

 
For experimental hybrid ground/flight vehicle applications, we are currently developing a specialized Flying Car 
Simulation (FCS) (Figure 7) capability to enable HMI across diverse vehicle types.  Our display system comprises a 
large (120”), physical 4K-resolution front screen.  The flight chair is a modifiable truss framework upon which 
standard input controls (e.g., yoke, rudder, throttle) and flight gauges are physically mounted.  The controls consist of 
simplified capabilities to provide basic inputs for either vertical- or short-takeoff and landing vehicle types (i.e., 
VTOL, or STOL).  These control devices are situated on top of a compact and reduced fidelity 6-DOF motion system.  
The entire simulation is PC-based and driven by Unreal Engine graphics capabilities for flight scene rendering. 
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Ground vehicle application (Unity 3D) 
To address ongoing challenges related to ground vehicle navigation and distractions (internal/external), the Unity 
game engine has been implemented to create a 3D environment terrain of a 10-square mile testing region.  Within 
Unity, each environment asset was created using a Terrain tool to design the landscape and vegetation.  The 
companion EasyRoads 3D asset tool (UnityTerrainTool, 2022) was implemented for creating multiple lanes of 
roadway with custom lane markings, center barriers, and other roadside elements that are typical of highway-style 
driving.  Realistic traffic behaviors were provided by Unity’s Simple Traffic System (STS) asset (Unity Technologies, 
2022) that implements waypoint-based segments (see Figures 8-9) that can be interconnected to manage the 
configuration of routes and lanes.  Traffic logic is managed by an Artificially Intelligent (AI) controller to which 
participating vehicles can register.  Each of the traffic vehicles is guided by a separate instance of a car controller, 
which assigns the appropriate speed and direction for the car to follow the pre-defined waypoints and has the capability 
to sense adjacent traffic vehicles using ray casting.  
 

  
Figure 8 - STS traffic waypoints Figure 9 - STS roads, lanes, exits 

 
To provide authentic dynamic behavior within Unity 3D, the Realistic Car Controller (RCC) physics engine asset 
(Bonecracker Games, 2018) customizes individual vehicle behavior (e.g., tire behavior, steering sensitivity, 
suspension parameters, vehicle stability) with C# scripting.  Vehicle inputs are processed by a separate script that can 
receive signals from a Human Interface Device (e.g., the onboard steering wheel and pedals).  Mappings for integration 
with the 6-DOF motion platform are subsequently determined; vehicle state outputs (e.g., position, speed, 
acceleration) are converted into DOF’s (i.e., roll/pitch/heave/surge/yaw/sway | Figure 10) that define platform motion 
cues.  This pipeline involves scaling, limiting, and tilt coordination/washout filtering (e.g., Riera et al., 2022).  Table 
4 summarizes the primary mappings that were used for our implementation. 
 

Table 4 – Vehicle Dynamics-DOF mappings for motion simulator implementation 
DOF Roll Pitch Yaw Heave Surge Sway 
State 

variable 
Lateral 

acceleration (tilt) 
Longitudinal 

acceleration (tilt) 
Heading (rate-

of-change) 
Vehicle idle, 

collision events 
Forward 
velocity 

Lateral 
velocity 

 
The simulator digital acquisition system collects various data describing the position, velocity, and orientation of the 
human-driven vehicle. In addition, the simulator saves information about the position of the lead vehicle and geometric 
information regarding other significant objects (e.g., coordinate positions of traffic signs and entry/exit ramps).  The 
accompanying data module writes all collected variables to a comma separated value (.csv) file for post-processing.  
The resulting Unity test and evaluation environment is shown in Figure 11. 
 

  
Figure 10 - motion DOF’s in vehicle simulation Figure 11 – Unity 3D test environment 
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As a companion to the Unity implementation, we developed a simple holistic rating system to assess navigational 
success against distraction potential.  This “Gamification” methodology has been implemented to observe, measure, 
and quantify driver performance amidst specific assigned driving tasks.  These metrics accompany the described game 
engine simulator implementation and enable quantification of driver performance across observed driving safety 
categories.  The Safety Rating (SR) model scores participants on an intuitive 0-100 scale per the user-parameterizable 
(and scenario-specific) weightings (W) demonstrated in Equation 1, with supplemental details provided in Table 5.  

 
SR (0-100) = WTS*TS + WTD*TD + WLD*LD + WBE*BE + WBA*BA + WBD*BD                        {1} 

 
Table 5 – Score components for driver Safety Rating (SR) model 

Symbol Score component Rationale for score subcomponent Weight 
TS Travel speed (mph) Travel near average speeds (to match roadway conditions) 30% 
TD Speed deviation (mph) Maintain close to constant travel speed (minimal fluctuations) 20% 
LD Lateral deviation (feet) Maintain lane-centric driving behaviors (minimal weaving) 20% 
BE Braking events (#) Amount of braking required should match (average) conditions 5% 
BA Braking severity (%) Moderate (gradual) braking is safer than harsh braking 15% 
BD Braking consistency (%) Ideal braking applied uniformly across all slow-down events 10% 
 TOTAL  100% 

 
Flight vehicle application (Unreal Engine) 
To address ongoing challenges related to a rapidly emerging hybrid ground/flight mobility paradigm (i.e., AAM), the 
Unreal game engine has been implemented to create a 3D virtual environment to enable next-generation egress 
scenarios.  Within Unreal engine, the Blueprint-based visual scripting system was incorporated, and employs a node-
based interface to create gameplay elements and object-oriented class/object definitions for environment creation.  
This interface makes it easier to generate environment events, functions, and variables in a manner that does not 
require advanced programming expertise.  As an example, Figure 12 illustrates the general design approach employed 
for our virtual world development, which employs Blueprints for all environment entities, including textures, 
landscape elements, and traffic/navigation control devices. 
 

  
Figure 12 – Unreal Engine implementation: Blueprints Figure 13 – AAM test facility 

 
Using Unreal Engine (i.e., and the Blueprints-based design approach, alongside asset modeling assistance from 
Cesium, terrain.party, and PLW Modelworks), we have begun to develop a comprehensive simulation-based virtual 
AAM test facility.  Refer to Figure 13 for an overhead view of the hybrid mobility environment that includes assets 
for both ground and flight modalities.  The primary features of the ground-based infrastructure include residential 
interchanges (e.g., signalized intersections, 2- and 4-lane highways, roundabouts | see Figure 14) for examination of 
both manual/autonomous mode ground vehicles.  Likewise, the modeled assets (e.g., streets, signage, traffic control 
devices) for “ground” mode also include Proving Grounds segments (see Figure 15), to enable manufacturers to 
improve the development process for new/experimental vehicle types.  Furthermore, although our design is not a true 
“digital twin”, the described testing capacity suitably enables the evaluation of systems and vehicles in a representative 
virtual environment both before and after physical prototypes are available for real-world validation. 
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Figure 14 – Residential interchanges Figure 15 – Proving ground testing area 

 
Through our game-based Unreal Engine implementation, we have enabled a specialized capacity within which an 
improved understanding of interdisciplinary factors associated with forecasted AAM vehicles/infrastructure can be 
achieved.  For example, the evolution of AAM demands high-fidelity models to determine a) handoff periods between 
manual and autonomous vehicle control; b) operational vehicle dynamics transitions (refer to Figure 16); and critically, 
c) human responses to emergent autonomous transport features.  Within our AAM test facility, we have incorporated 
features to address these requirements, including a communications control tower for air traffic control, and a 
prototype vertiport (see Figure 17) to enable vehicle takeoffs and landings. 
 

  
Figure 16 – Ground-to-flight Transition zone  Figure 17 – Virtual vertiport 

 
Within our T&E Unreal Engine environment, Ground mode dynamics utilize simplified models (e.g., Milliken and 
Milliken, 1995) whose inputs are steering wheel angle and tire longitudinal force (i.e., throttle and brake), and whose 
outputs include vehicle velocities and accelerations.  Flight mode dynamics of traditional aircraft (e.g., L’Afflitto, 
2017) and quadcopters (e.g., Ruihang et al., 2019) employ simplified models that balance (static/dynamic) stability 
and control properties (i.e., aerodynamics), and serve as a response to atmospheric disturbances for prevailing flight 
conditions.  Flight dynamics models are therefore being designed to be modular across existing and forecasted AAM 
vehicle types, including electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) rotorcraft and fixed-wing aircraft, as well as 
true “flying cars”, such as short take-off and landing (STOL) gyrocopter vehicle types.  Reduced-order linear models 
are being derived to analyze nominal drive/flight motions, and once the model outputs (i.e., the vehicle states) are 
calculated, meta-analyses will be performed to achieve effective motion cueing, as described previously.   
 
ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This paper has described the ongoing development of advanced M&S (game engine) technologies to enable the 
evaluation of human performance in two applications within contemporary transportation engineering.  Note that our 
primary focus has been Virtual (V) implementations to support the LVCA taxonomy.  Now that the supporting 
environments have been constructed, subsequent phases of this effort will transition towards human performance 
analysis and engineering and mobility feasibility studies enabled by the described game engine M&S resources.   
 
The Unity 3D implementation forecasts the emerging need to analyze the HMI to identify an appropriate balance 
between navigational success and distraction potential during a predominantly manual driving task. This capability is 
especially timely as modern-day vehicles become more complex to operate, with navigational safety features that 
produce additional opportunities for cognitive distraction.  Virtual environment features (and the Safety Rating model) 
described in this paper have been explicitly designed to observe and analyze cognitive driving task demands that can 
manifest either internal or external to both the driver and vehicle.  Figure 18 notionally illustrates an implementation 
example for the Unity game environment to monitor human driving across multiple measures and data sources (e.g., 
quantitative, qualitative, self-report, survey and physiological) to comprise a truly holistic performance assessment.   
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Figure 18 – Fusion of multiple data measures to analyze distraction/navigation in driving tasks 

 
The Unreal Engine implementation provides a novel capability to examine current and forecasted challenges 
associated with next-generation mobility.  Herein, we described the development of a hybrid mobility environment 
that includes assets for both ground and flight modalities and enables the evaluation of systems and vehicles once 
physical prototypes are available for real-world validation.  A longer-term goal is to fully develop an expanded virtual 
Buffalo-Niagara environment (see Figure 19) for region-specific scenario evaluations.  Primary design features of this 
environment include multiple campuses of the University at Buffalo, as well as the Buffalo-Niagara International 
Airport (BUF), which will be essential for preliminary regional route examination and egress scenario forecasting.  
 
A critical aspect of our ongoing implementation is the capability to re-configure across AAM vehicle types.  Mixed 
Reality (MR) technologies (e.g., Chaudhari, 2021) - combining real world and digital elements allow us to display the 
cabin for each vehicle type in virtual space using Augmented Reality (AR) by leveraging detail-designed and 
optimized low-polygon 3D interior/exterior models of each AAM vehicle type.  Vehicle properties depicted within 
the pilot’s AR space (i.e., using a HoloLens, or similar headset device) are simultaneously represented within the 
physics-based model parameters of the body geometry (e.g., aerodynamics properties, drag coefficients).  Figure 20 
illustrates aspects of our (in-development) MR presentation, including physical, virtual, and augmented spaces. 
 

  
Figure 19 – Virtual Buffalo-Niagara  Figure 20 – AAM Mixed reality interfaces 

 
Finally, the rapid emergence of “the transportation network of tomorrow” will have profound impacts on education 
and science technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM).  Reminding the reader that the training and education 
community of practice serves as the MODSIM 2023 focus track for this paper, both game engine implementations 
described in this work will directly influence future practices in transportation education (e.g., Garanin, 2020), 
including driver/pilot training and certification, repair, and maintenance for emerging and experimental vehicle types, 
and supporting technologies (e.g., robotics, sensor fusion, machine learning, AI, and cybersecurity). 
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